Initial proposal

Potential RPZ Changes
- Potential RPZ signed blocks
- Potential RPZ permit eligible households

Individual Parking Space Changes
- Free-floating carshare space (car2go, ReachNow)
- Disabled space - 4-hour limit
- Load zone

New Unpaid Time Limits
- 2-hour time limit
- 4-hour time limit
- Extend 2-hour time limits to 8 PM Mon - Sat
Final proposal - changes

- Very few changes from initial proposal
  - Edit two blockfaces of RPZ
  - Two carshare spaces – already in
  - Extended 2-hour time limit on Fauntleroy Way SW
Final proposal

Proposed RPZ Changes
- Proposed RPZ signed blocks
- Proposed RPZ permit eligible households

Individual Parking Space Changes
- Disabled space - 4-hour limit
- Load zone

New Unpaid Time Limits
- 2-hour time limit
- 4-hour time limit
- Extend 2-hour time limits to 8 PM Mon - Sat